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With sea level rise (SLR), tidal nuisance flooding has become a growing threat,

especially around estuaries with large tidal amplitudes. This study investigated

how sea level change affects tides in Hangzhou Bay, a macro-tidal estuary with

high SLR rate. By downscaling climate projections to a regional hydrodynamic

model, the amplitude of primary tidal constituent (M2) was predicted to increase

by 0.25 m in the upper bay, where the amplitude of major diurnal tide (K1) was

also predicted to increase by 15%. In addition, the sensitivity of tidal amplitude to

mean sea level was examined by a set of numerical simulations with different SLR.

It was found that the increase of tidal amplitude is nonlinear to SLR, and the tidal

amplitudes almost cease to increase when SLR is over 1.5 m. Although

predictions show less amplitude changes in the lower bay, Zhoushan

Archipelago around the bay mouth strongly modulates the incoming tidal

energy, thus affecting the tidal amplitude in the upper bay. Energy budget

analysis revealed that the complex topography, such as narrow channels, in

the archipelago area leads to strong horizontal shear, which dissipates

approximately 25% of total tidal energy in the bay. On the other hand, around

60% of the energy is dissipated in the bottom boundary layer. However, the

bottom dissipation decreases by 4% due to reduced friction, while horizontal

dissipation increases by 10% due to enhanced horizontal shear with SLR. This

suggests that the strong horizontal shear in the Zhoushan archipelago region can

play a more important role in the tidal energy budget in the future.
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1 Introduction

Sea level rise (SLR) is a global phenomenon that has garnered significant attention.

Analysis of historical data from tidal gauge stations reveals that the global sea level has been

rising at a rate of 1.2 ± 0.2 mm yr-1 from 1900 to 1990 and 3.0 ± 0.7 mm yr-1 from 1993 to

2010 (Hay et al., 2015). The Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
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Climate Change (IPCC AR6) predicts that the global mean sea level

will increase by 0.38-0.77 m from 1995-2014 to 2100 (Fox-Kemper

et al., 2021). However, coastal areas may experience higher rates of

relative SLR due to factors such as glacial isostatic adjustment

(Peltier, 1999), groundwater depletion (Konikow, 2011), sediment

compaction (Edwards, 2006; Horton and Shennan, 2009), and

changes in nearshore sea level gradients caused by variations in

ocean current strength (Ezer, 2013; Ezer et al., 2013). For instance,

in Hangzhou Bay, the mean sea level has been increasing at a rate of

4.6 mm yr-1 between 1978 and 2017, which is 1.5 times higher than

the average SLR rate in China seas (3.3 mm yr-1) (Kuang et al.,

2017); and the highest local SLR rate reached 11 mm yr-1 (Feng

et al., 2018). Such high local SLR rate is closely related to the fast

land subsidence rate (up to 2 mm yr-1) in this region (Wang

et al., 2012).

Rapid coastal SLR can have significant implications, including

increased frequency of nuisance flooding under normal weather

conditions and more severe coastal inundation during storm surge

events (Taherkhani et al., 2020). The frequency of nuisance flooding

and the level of storm surge are closely linked to changing tides

(Horsburgh andWilson, 2007). SLR alters water depth and reshapes

the coastline, which in turn affects the energy dissipation and

resonance behavior of tidal waves (Zhong et al., 2008). The

response of tides to SLR has been an active area of research in

recent decades (Holleman and Stacey, 2014; Lee et al., 2017; Feng

et al., 2019). On the Yellow Sea shelf, tidal amplitude decreases in

the north but increases in the south (Feng et al., 2019). Similarly,

with a 2 m SLR, Liaodong Bay and the eastern part of Bohai Bay

experience increased tidal amplitude, while Laizhou Bay in the

south experiences decreased tidal amplitude (Pelling et al., 2013).

On the European continental shelf, the M2 constituent is

particularly sensitive in resonant areas, leading to significant

amplitude decreases or increases (Pickering et al., 2012). In

Chesapeake Bay and Delaware Bay, Lee et al. (2017) found that

the impact of SLR on tidal range is influenced by coastal

management strategies. Specifically, the construction of a

hypothetical seawall along the current shoreline to prevent

flooding of low-lying areas led to an increase in tidal range.

Additionally, Ross et al. (2017) found that the response of tides to

SLR is nonlinear. Their model indicated that the sensitivity of M2

amplitude to SLR is higher in the upper reach of Chesapeake Bay

compared to the lower bay. These studies highlight the complex and

varied response of tidal amplitudes to SLR, emphasizing the need

for region-specific investigations in different coastal areas.

It is worth noting that funnel-shaped estuaries, such as

Hangzhou Bay, experience more significant changes in tides

compared to the open coast with SLR (Passeri et al., 2015; Kuang

et al., 2017; Haigh et al., 2020; Khojasteh et al., 2020). Hangzhou Bay

is a funnel-shaped estuary connecting the Qiantang River and the

East China Sea. The width of the bay decreases rapidly from

approximately 100 km in the lower bay to less than 20 km in the

upper bay over 100 km distance. Consequently, the maximum tidal

range in the upper bay reaches 9 m. The coastline of Hangzhou Bay

has undergone significant changes in recent decades due to natural

siltation and land reclamation, which have had a notable impact on

the hydrodynamics of the region. Ji et al. (2015) suggest that tidal
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
amplitude within narrow channels of the archipelago region is not

sensitive to island reclamation, but the tidal current velocity

experiences substantial reduction.

The behavior of tidal waves in funnel-shaped estuaries is

influenced by various factors, including shoreline narrowing,

bottom friction, water depth shallowing, and partial reflection of

tidal waves at the bay head (Savenije et al., 2008; Toffolon and

Savenije, 2011; Van Rijn, 2011). In the case of Hangzhou Bay, the

tidal waves are not only affected by these factors but also by

Zhoushan Archipelago, a group of islands of different sizes and

shapes located at the eastern connection with the East China Sea.

This adds complexity to the tidal response to SLR in this region. The

coastlines of the islands in Zhoushan Archipelago are intricate, with

narrow waterways and rugged seabed topography, resulting in high

shear, strong current, and nonlinear tide (Hou et al., 2015). Liang

et al. (2022) found that Zhoushan Archipelago leads to an uneven

increase in tidal amplitude along the two shores and promotes the

formation of local progressive waves. However, it is still unclear

how the strong horizontal shear in the archipelago region

contributes to tidal energy dissipation and how the dissipation

responds to SLR, thus affecting the tidal amplitudes in the upper

reach of the bay. To address this issue, this study uses a high-

resolution numerical model in concert with energy budget analysis

to examine the archipelago effect on tides under SLR.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a

description of the model setup, validation, trends in SLR, and

experimental design. Section 3 describes the results, and Section 4

presents the discussion and conclusions.
2 Methods

2.1 Model description

The Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM) (Chen

et al., 2006) solves the three-dimensional primitive equation on an

unstructured triangular mesh. It has been widely used for studies on

coastal tidal dynamics (e.g., Lee et al., 2017; Ross et al., 2017).

Over 100,000 unstructured grids were used to resolve the

complex coastlines of Hangzhou Bay and Zhoushan Archipelago

(Figure 1). The horizontal resolution increased from 10 km in the

offshore to 20 m in the archipelago region. At the open boundary,

eight tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, and Q1) were

prescribed with the global tidal model TPXO8 (Egbert and

Erofeeva, 2002). In the vertical direction, 10 evenly-spaced sigma

layers were used. At the bottom, a quadratic stress is applied by

assuming a logarithmic bottom boundary layer. The bottom

roughness height decreased from 5×10-3 mm in the lower bay to

1×10-3 mm in the upper bay, according to sediment grain size. The

Mellor-Yamada 2.5-order turbulence closure model is used for

vertical mixing, and Smagorinsky parameterization scheme is

employed for horizontal mixing. A control run (hereafter: Present

run) was set up for current sea level, which started from the rest and

integrated over the period between June 27 and September 1, 2019.

The first four days were for spin-up purpose and the following 2-

month time periods were long enough for harmonic analysis to
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separate out the major tidal constitutes for further analysis (i.e., M2,

S2, K1, and O1).
2.2 Model validation for the control run

The hourly water levels from the present run were validated at 6

tidal gauge stations (Figure 2A). To provide a quantitative

evaluation of the model performance, Taylor and Target diagrams

were also plotted (Figures 2B, C). The Taylor diagram employs

colorful symbols to represent 6 tidal stations. It conveys the

correlation coefficient, centered RMSE (root mean square error),

and the standard deviation ratio of simulated and observed results

through the relative positioning of a point (simulated results) to a

reference (Taylor, 2001). The target diagram presents pattern

statistics and bias, enabling evaluation of their individual

contributions to the total RMSE (Jolliff et al., 2009).

The direct comparison between simulated results and tidal

gauge data is shown in Figure 2A, and the overall trend is quite

consistent. The error analysis of the tidal gauge stations is presented

in Figures 2B, C. The normalized RMSEs of all tidal gauge stations

are less than 0.5, and the correlation coefficients are all above 0.90.

Therefore, the tidal verification results indicate that the

hydrodynamic model is robust and suitable for further analysis.
2.3 SLR trends

IPCC AR6 provides a set of new emission scenarios driven by

different socio-economic models, known as shared socio-economic

pathways (SSPs). In this study, three pathways were selected,
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
including SSP 245, SSP 370, and SSP 585. Moreover, a set of

contributing factors were considered to provide a careful

estimation of future SLR in Hangzhou Bay (Sung et al., 2021). Sea

level changes caused by ocean thermal expansion was estimated

with results from the CMIP6 (the sixth international coupled model

comparison project) climate models (Supplementary Table 1). The

contribution of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, glaciers, and

groundwater storage is from Fox-Kemper et al. (2021). Liang et al.

(2022) estimated the rate of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) in

Hangzhou Bay is 0.12 mm yr-1. Wang et al. (2012) estimated that

the rate of land subsidence in the northern Hangzhou Bay can be up

to 2 mm yr-1. Overall, the relative SLR rate in Hangzhou Bay can be

acquired by considering the above factors, and the mean sea level of

Hangzhou Bay is predicted to increase by 0.31 – 1.15 m by

2100 (Table 1).
2.4 Numerical experiments

Two sets of runs were conducted to investigate the impact of

SLR on tides in Hangzhou Bay. The first set of runs aims to predict

future tidal ranges along the northern and southern shore of the bay

under the 9 SLR scenarios summarized in Table 1. The second set

was designed to explore whether tidal amplitudes in Hangzhou Bay

linearly increased with SLR; and 6 runs with mean sea level changes

of -1, -0.5, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 m were conducted. In all experiments,

mean sea level changes were added to the open boundary of the

model. Particularly, the experiment with 1 m increase (hereafter:

Future run), which is close to the predicted maximum local SLR in

2100 (Table 1), was selected for in-depth analysis in order to reveal

the underlying physics of how tides response to SLR.
FIGURE 1

(A) Finite Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM) grids. (B) Zoomed-in view of FVCOM grids for Hangzhou Bay. (C) Bathymetry of Hangzhou
Bay. The solid red line represents the center axis of Hangzhou Bay. The green lines and the coastline envelope the control volume for tidal energy
budget analysis. The black lines divide Hangzhou Bay into three parts for analysis in Table 3. The black solid dots are used for water level validation.
The green triangle marked virtual stations N1~N6 and S1~S6. The yellow solid dots marked A1 and A2 for momentum balance analysis.
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TABLE 1 Individual contributions for relative SLR in Hangzhou Bay by 2100 (unit: m).

2100 SSP 245 SSP 370 SSP 585

median min max median min max median min max

Thermal expansion 0.191 0.161 0.248 0.238 0.213 0.323 0.294 0.245 0.391

Greenland 0.062 0.031 0.100 0.085 0.054 0.123 0.100 0.069 0.139

Antarctica 0.085 0.023 0.223 0.085 0.023 0.239 0.092 0.023 0.262

Glaciers 0.092 0.077 0.116 0.123 0.100 0.139 0.139 0.116 0.162

Land-water Storage 0.023 0.008 0.031 0.023 0.015 0.031 0.023 0.008 0.031

GIA 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009

Land Subsidence 0.077 0 0.154 0.077 0 0.154 0.077 0 0.154

Total 0.54 0.31 0.88 0.64 0.41 1.02 0.73 0.47 1.15
F
rontiers in Marine Science
 04
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The median, min, and max thermal expansion values are based on the predicted results from the 10 selected CMIP6 models. The median, min, and max contributions by Greenland, Antarctica,
Glaciers, and Land-water Storage were obtained directly from Fox-Kemper et al. (2021). Uncertainties in GIA contribution were not considered here. The highest, mean, and lowest land
subsidence rates in the study area were identified from Wang et al. (2012), and were used to construct the max, median, and min scenarios, respectively.
B C

A

FIGURE 2

(A) Validation of predicted water level at six tidal gauges. (B) Taylor and (C) Target diagrams for water level validation.
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3 Results

In this section, the tidal characteristics under the current sea

level will be first presented. Next, how the dominant tidal

constituents along the center axis, the northern coastline and

southern coastline of Hangzhou Bay change with SLR will be

investigated. Then, an analysis of tidal energy budget and

momentum balance will be conducted to help understand the

underlying physics.
3.1 Tides of present sea level

The co-tidal charts for the four major constituents (M2, S2, K1,

and O1) under current sea level are plotted in Figure 3. Among the

four constituents, semi-diurnal tides dominate: the maximum

amplitudes of M2 and S2 exceed 2.40 m and 0.75 m, respectively,

while the diurnal tides are significantly weaker, with maximum

amplitudes of 0.35 m and 0.21 m for K1 and O1, respectively.

Although all tidal amplitudes increase from the lower bay to the

upper bay, semi-diurnal tides (over 100% increase) have stronger

amplification than diurnal tides (c.a. 20% increase).

The angles between co-amplitude and co-phase lines (Figure 3)

and the phase differences (△F) between tidal velocity and tidal water
level (Figure 4) are used here to indicate whether the tidal

constituents are progressive waves (perpendicular lines and 0 phase

difference) or standing waves (parallel lines and p/2 phase difference)
(Lee et al., 2017). The semi-diurnal and diurnal tides show different

behaviors. Both M2 and S2 are progressive waves near the bay mouth;

in the mid-bay, they are progressive waves near the northern shore

but standing waves in the southern shore; in the upper bay, they are
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
mostly standing waves except within the central channel. Since

progressive waves transport energy much more efficiently than

standing waves (Lee et al., 2017), the semi-diurnal tidal energy

mostly comes in along the northern shore of Hangzhou Bay. In

contrast, diurnal tides are mostly standing waves throughout the bay,

suggesting the diurnal tide carries much less energy into the bay

compared to semi-diurnal tides. The tidal ellipses show that the M2

tidal currents are much stronger (1 m s-1) than those of the other tidal

components (less than 0.3 m s-1), and the tidal currents in Hangzhou

Bay are mostly rectilinear (Figure 4); therefore, the major axis of the

tidal ellipses well represent the direction of tidal energy flux.
3.2 Prediction of future tides

Given M2 and K1 tide are much stronger than other semi-diurnal

and diurnal tidal constituents, the following analysis focuses

primarily on these two tidal components. To examine the impact

of SLR on the M2 and K1 tidal amplitudes along the northern and

southern shores of Hangzhou Bay, six points were selected on each

shore, ranging from the upper bay to the lower bay (N1 –N6 and S1 –

S6 in Figure 1C). As shown in Figure 5, the M2 tidal amplitude on the

northern shore increases from the mouth of bay to the head in both

present and SLR scenarios; whereas on the southern shore, the

amplitude initially increases towards the upstream but then

decreases slightly at the bay head under current sea level. At the

same longitude, the amplitude of N1 is slightly smaller than S1, while

the amplitudes of N2 and N3 are larger than S2 and S3. Additionally,

the amplitudes of N4 to N6 are larger than S4 to S6. These

observations indicate an asymmetry in the amplitudes between the

north and south shores. In fact, the incoming tidal waves
FIGURE 3

Co-tidal charts for (A) M2, (B) S2, (C) K1, and (D) O1. Red and black contours are for tidal amplitudes and phases, respectively.
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(northwestwards) are restricted by the funnel-shaped geometry of the

bay, so that flood currents converge off the northern shore, resulting

in stronger tides there (Xie et al., 2009). Moreover, the tidal wave in

Hangzhou Bay can be regarded as a Kelvin wave, resulting in larger

wave amplitude on the right side of wave propagation direction (Xie

et al., 2017a). In contrast to M2, the present K1 amplitude initially

increases from the bay mouth to the upper bay, but showed a 5-10%

decrease at the bay head, with relatively small differences between the

two shores. Overall, with SLR, the amplitudes of both M2 and K1

experience the greatest increase at the bay head and least increase at

the bay mouth. The M2 amplitudes are up to 0.2 m and 0.25 m larger
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
at N1 and S1, respectively, amounting to 10% increase. The amplitude

increase is more significant for K1 at the bay head and approximately

25% increases are observed at N1 and S1.

To provide a more comprehensive view, the spatial distribution

of tidal amplitudes is presented in Figure 6. In both the Present and

Future scenarios, the amplitude of the M2 tidal component

gradually increases from the lower bay to upper bay, due to the

convergence of coastlines. SLR leads to an increase in the M2

amplitude and a decrease in its phase, indicating a faster

propagation of tidal waves in the bay. The changes in the

amplitude and phase of the K1 tidal component are similar to
B

C

D

A

FIGURE 5

(A) M2 and (B) K1 tidal amplitude at N1 – N6 on the northern shore of Hangzhou Bay under present and future scenarios. (C, D) Same as (A, B), but
for the southern shore. The red bars represent the predicted median values, and the error bars show the standard deviation of amplitudes from
“min”, “median”, “max” projections of the three climate scenarios.
FIGURE 4

Tidal ellipses for (A) M2, (B) S2, (C) K1, and (D) O1. The shaded contours show the phase differences between tidal velocity and water level.
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those of M2 in terms of spatial pattern, but their magnitudes are

smaller. In the Present run, the maximum flow velocity of M2 tide is

observed in the upper bay, while the maximum flow velocity of K1

tide is at the mouth of the bay. However, with SLR, the flow velocity

of M2 tides decreases in the upper bay and mid-bay, while

increasing in the archipelago region, and the flow velocity of K1

tides decreases throughout the bay.

Next, whether tidal amplitudes increase linearly with SLR in

Hangzhou Bay is investigated. Figures 7A, B show the tidal

amplitudes of M2 and K1 along the central axis of Hangzhou Bay

with different mean sea level. West of the archipelago (c.a. 122.2°E),

the amplitudes of M2 and K1 grow with rising sea level. However,
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
the opposite trend is observed in the archipelago region. In

Figures 7C, D, DA/Dh was used to indicate the sensitivity of

amplitude changes to SLR, where DA and Dh respectively

represents the changes in tidal amplitude and mean sea level. In

the mid-bay and upper bay, the growth rate of tidal amplitude

reduces with increasing SLR. Conversely, in the archipelago region,

the reduction rate of tidal amplitude grows with rising sea level. The

variation of DA/Dh for K1 is generally similar to that of M2.

However, the K1 amplitudes in the mid-bay and upper bay

almost cease to increase when the SLR becomes higher than

1.5 m. This is closely linked to the resonance behavior of K1 tidal

wave when its wavelength grows well beyond four times of the bay
FIGURE 6

Spatial distribution of M2 tidal amplitude from (A) Present run and (B) Future run. (C) Tidal amplitude differences between Future run and Present run.
(D-F) Same as (A-C), but for water level phases. (G-I) Same as (A-C), but for the major axis of tidal ellipse. (J-R), same as (A-I), but for K1 tide.
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length, given the speed of shallow water wave increases with SLR

(Zhong et al., 2008; Pickering et al., 2017). Overall, these results

suggest that the response of tidal amplitudes to SLR is nonlinear in

Hangzhou Bay and the tidal amplitudes are close to maximum

when the SLR is over 1.5 m.
3.3 Energy budget analysis

To understand the physical mechanism of SLR effects on tides,

energy budget of the M2 and K1 tides is analyzed. To simplify the

analysis, nonlinear interactions between different tidal constituents

are ignored and additional Present and Future runs with only M2 or

K1 tide are conducted. Results from these one-tidal-component

runs are used for the following analysis.

By integrating the energy equation over the control volume,

which is bounded by the northern and southern shore of Hangzhou

Bay, the Qiantang River mouth in the upper bay, and a hypothetic

boundary at the bay mouth (see the green lines in Figure 1C for

upper bay and lower bay boundaries), and averaging over a tidal

cycle, the following equation was obtained:

ðð
< p + r0

u2 + v2

2

� �
u
*
· n
*
> dS

             = ∭ r0 <
∂

∂ z
uKV

∂ u
∂ z

� �
+

∂

∂ z
vKV

∂ v
∂ z
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dV

             −∭ r0KV
∂ u
∂ z

� �2

+
∂ v
∂ z

� �2� �
> dV

             −∭ r0 < KH
∂ u
∂ x

� �2

+
∂ u
∂ y

� �2

+
∂ v
∂ x

� �2

+
∂ v
∂ y

� �2� �
> dV

(1)

where< > denotes time averaging over the tidal cycle, u and v

represent the velocity components in the x (eastward) and y
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(northward) directions, respectively, r0 is the density of water, p

represents barotropic pressure related to tidal water level, n
*
is the

normal vector of the control volume surface, u
*
=(u, v) is the

horizontal velocity, and KH and KV are the horizontal and vertical

eddy viscosity, respectively. The left-hand side of Equation 1

describes the tidal energy flux (~F) which includes the pressure

work term and advection term, while the right-hand side consists of

dissipation terms related to vertical and horizontal shear flow.

Given the advection of tidal kinetic energy is generally

neglectable, the left-hand side can be rewritten as:

Z
< ~F > dl =

Z
r0gH <~uh > dl (2)

where g is the gravity acceleration, H is the water depth along

the lateral boundary of the control volume and h is the tidal water

level. Since the surface stress is zero, the first term on the right-hand

side in Equation 1 represents the energy dissipation due to bottom

friction and can be further simplified as:

∭ r0 <
∂

∂ z
uKV

∂ u
∂ z

� �
+

∂

∂ z
vKV

∂ v
∂ z

� �� �
> dV =

ðð
< − ub

*
· tb
*
> dS

= −

ðð
r0CD < j ub* j3 > dS

(3)

where CD is the bottom drag coefficient, tb
*

is the bottom

friction, and ub
*

is the bottom velocity. The other two terms on the

right-hand side in Equation 1 describe the dissipation within the

water column and are hereafter regarded as vertical and horizontal

dissipation, respectively.

The energetics of M2 and K1 integrated over the control volume

are summarized in Table 2. It is worth noting that the energy flux

term (Equation 2) is further divided into two parts: the incoming

energy flux which represents the energy comes in from the offshore

boundary and the outgoing energy flux which represents the energy
B

C D

A

FIGURE 7

(A) Tidal amplitude of M2 along the center axis of Hangzhou Bay with different mean sea level. (B) Same as (A), but for K1. (C, D) Same as (A, B), but
for the ratio of tidal amplitude change (DA) to sea level change (Dh).
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goes westward into the Qiantang Estuary. At the present sea level,

approximately 65% of the M2 tidal energy entering the control

volume is dissipated due to friction in the bottom boundary layer

(Equation 3), while approximately 24% is dissipated due to horizontal

shear. The remaining dissipation is due mostly to vertical shear in the

upper water column. It is worth noting that the horizontal dissipation

is explicitly calculated in this work, in contrast to the inferred values

in previous studies (e.g., Ren et al., 2021). The residual (the difference

between the total dissipation and the net energy flux) due to

numerical errors is within 5%, which is comparable to other studies

(e.g., Lee et al., 2017). In contrast, the tidal energetics of K1 is two

orders of magnitude smaller than that of M2. Nevertheless, similar to

M2, the bottom friction dissipates nearly 60% of the tidal energy, the

horizontal dissipation accounts for 23%, and the rest dissipation is

attributed to vertical shear in the water column.

In the Future run, the incoming energy flux of M2 surprisingly

only increases by 1% due to the reduction of tidal amplitude in the

offshore. This increase is disproportional to the increase of cross-

sectional area at the offshore boundary. The outgoing energy flux

significantly increased by 36%, which is consistent with the increase

in tidal amplitude at the bay head. The decrease in bottom

dissipation is attributed to the reduction of tidal velocity across

most regions of Hangzhou Bay (Figure 6I). Similarly, vertical

dissipation also decreases. Notably, horizontal dissipation exhibits

the largest change, with an increase of approximately 10%.

Therefore, horizontal dissipation is the primary factor

contributing to the energy changes in Hangzhou Bay. In contrast

to M2, the incoming and outgoing energy flux of K1 experience a

significant decrease. This reduction in outgoing energy flux suggests

that the energy flux of standing waves is highly sensitive to phase

changes. Similar to M2, the bottom and vertical dissipation of K1

decrease, while the horizontal dissipation increases.

Figures 8A, B indicate that there is significant dissipation of M2

tidal energy in the upper and mid-bay. Figure 8C demonstrates that

SLR leads to enhanced bottom dissipation in the archipelago region,

indicating an increase in bottom velocity in this area. This increase

is attributed to the higher tidal current velocity in the future run

(Figure 6I). Conversely, the tidal current velocity in the mid-bay is

decreasing, resulting in reduced bottom dissipation. The vertical

dissipation is consistent with the bottom dissipation. Strong

horizontal shear occurs in narrow channels around the islands,
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leading to high horizontal dissipation in the archipelago area

(Figures 8G, H). With SLR, horizontal dissipation around the

islands increases significantly (Figure 8I). The general spatial

pattern of tidal dissipation for K1 is similar to that of M2 (c.f.

Figures 8, 9). However, unlike M2, the dissipation in the archipelago

area shows both decreases and increases for K1 (Figures 9C, F, I).

Horizontal dissipation is often neglected in other bays or coastal

ocean [e.g., Yellow sea shelf (Feng et al., 2019); Chesapeake Bay and

Delaware Bay (Lee et al., 2017)] due to its relatively small

contribution. However, this term accounts for nearly a quarter of

the tidal energy budget in Hangzhou Bay, which requires further

investigation. Strong horizontal shear can take place in the

archipelago area due to several reasons (Figures 10A, C). The

narrow channels among the islands can amplify tidal currents,

resulting in horizontal shear with ambient currents. In addition,

similar to differential advection in estuaries, the lateral variations in

horizontal velocity associated with boundary friction can also

generate strong horizontal shear. With SLR, the horizontal shear

of the M2 constituent around the islands intensifies (Figure 10B),

which is closely linked to the enhanced tidal current in this region

(Figure 6I). In contrast, the horizontal shear of the K1 constituent

around the islands shows less increase (Figure 10D).

The above results suggest that most horizontal dissipation takes

place in the archipelago region. To further quantify, Hangzhou Bay

is divided into three parts: the upper bay, the mid-bay, and the

archipelago area (see black lines in Figure 1C). Table 3 shows that

although the horizontal dissipation of the M2 constituent increases

in all three regions after SLR, the increase in the archipelago area is

two orders of magnitude greater than that in the other two regions.

The horizontal dissipation of the K1 constituent decreases in the

upper bay and mid-bay after SLR, while it increases in

the archipelago area. Therefore, indeed the presence of the

archipelago leads to the much higher horizontal dissipation in

Hangzhou Bay and plays an important role in changing tides.
3.4 Momentum balance analysis

To gain a better comprehension of the tidal dynamics,

momentum balance was examined at two stations (A1 and A2,

Figure 1C) with the following momentum equation:
TABLE 2 Volume-integrated energetics of M2 and K1 tide over Hangzhou Bay from Present run and Future run (unit: W).

Present run Future run

M2 K1 M2 K1

Incoming energy flux 9.901×109 5.918×107 9.971×109 4.621×107

Outgoing energy flux 0.691×109 1.626×107 0.937×109 0.675×107

Net energy flux 9.211×109 4.292×107 9.034×109 3.947×107

Bottom dissipation 6.004×109 2.540×107 5.788×109 2.286×107

Vertical dissipation 1.485×109 0.560×107 1.402×109 0.485×107

Horizontal dissipation 2.182×109 0.971×107 2.393×109 0.992×107
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FIGURE 9

Bottom dissipation rate of K1 tide from (A) Present run and (B) Future run. (C) Differences of bottom dissipation rate between Future run and Present
run. (D–F) Same as (A–C), but for vertical dissipation. (G–I) Same as (A–C), but for horizontal dissipation.
FIGURE 8

Bottom dissipation rate of M2 tide from (A) Present run and (B) Future run. (C) Differences of bottom dissipation rate between Future run and
Present run. (D-F) Same as (A-C), but for vertical dissipation. (G-I) Same as (A-C), but for horizontal dissipation.
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where f
*

is the Coriolis parameter. The five terms in Equation 4

describe the local acceleration, advection, Coriolis force, pressure

gradient force, and bottom friction, respectively.

Station A1 is located in a narrow channel, which is selected to

investigate the tidal dynamics around islands. Station A2 is located at

the central channel of the mid-bay which is used to study the typical

tidal dynamics of the main bay. Figure 11 shows the time series of

each term over one tidal cycle. At Station A1, M2 tide behaves as

progressive waves, given the momentum balance is primarily between

advection and barotropic pressure gradient (Figure 11A). With SLR,

both the advective term and barotropic pressure gradient term

experience slight increments, but the momentum balance remains

between these two terms (Figure 11B). Furthermore, there are no

significant changes in the magnitude and phase of tidal velocity and

water level (Figure 11C), indicating that SLR does not alter the

progressive wave characteristics of theM2 tide in the archipelago area.
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At Station A2, the momentum balance of M2 tide is mainly between

local acceleration and barotropic pressure gradient, suggesting

standing waves (Figure 11D). It is worth noting that, friction also

plays an important role at A2, given the strong tidal current and

shallow bathymetry there. SLR leads to a slight reduction in the

barotropic pressure gradient term, a minor increase in the local

acceleration term, and a marginal decrease in the phase of both water

level and flow velocity (Figures 11E, F). However, the phase

differences between them do not show significant changes.

K1 tide at both A1 and A2 exhibit standing wave characteristics.

The momentum balance is primarily between the pressure gradient

term and the local acceleration term (Figures 11G, H, J, K). At

Station A1, both terms increase after SLR (c.f. Figures 11G, H). In

addition, the phase differences between tidal velocity and water level

deviates from p/2, suggesting decreased resonance of K1 tide in the

archipelago area (Figure 11I). At Station A2, SLR nearly preserves

the magnitudes of all terms in the momentum equation (c.f.

Figures 11J, K), and marginal changes are observed in tidal

velocity and water level (Figure 11L).
TABLE 3 Volume-integrated horizontal dissipation of M2 and K1 tide over the three parts of Hangzhou Bay (see Figure 1) from Present run and Future
run (unit: W).

upper bay mid-bay archipelago area

M2 Present 1.27×107 6.96×107 2.10×109

Future 1.29×107 7.36×107 2.31×109

K1 Present 5.55×104 2.89×105 9.37×106

Future 5.02×104 2.82×105 9.59×106
FIGURE 10

(A) Depth-averaged horizontal shear of M2 tidal flow from Present run. (B) Differences of the M2 horizontal shear between Future run and Present
run. (C, D) Same as (A, B), but for K1 tide.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Changes in tidal range

Previous studies have shown that the response of tides to SLR

can be spatially heterogeneous and nonlinear (Pickering et al., 2012;

Pelling et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2017; Ross et al., 2017). For instance,

Lee et al. (2017) found that the tidal range increases in Delaware Bay

with SLR, ranging from 2 cm at the mouth of estuary to 25 cm in the

upper bay. Similarly, this study also found that the tidal amplitude

change in Hangzhou Bay is spatially nonuniform, which generally

amplifies towards the upper bay. This contrasts with the alternating

increase and decrease of tidal amplitudes on the open shelf due to

shift of amphidromic points (Carless et al., 2016; Idier et al., 2017).

Therefore, between estuaries and open shelves, there can be

significant differences in tidal response to SLR.

On the other hand, this study showed that the growth of tidal

amplitude reduces with increasing SLR in the mid-bay and upper

bay. The tidal amplitudes become less sensitive to sea level changes

in Hangzhou Bay once SLR exceeds 1.5 m. In their modeling study

of Chesapeake and Delaware bays, Lee et al. (2017) also showed that

the mean tidal range difference is nearly the same under SLR 0.75 m

and SLR 1 m scenarios, which implies that when future SLR exceeds

0.75 m, the sensitivity of tidal range amplitudes in both bays to sea

level changes diminishes. In contrast, in a companion study of Lee

et al. (2017); Ross et al. (2017) examined the response of tidal

amplitude to past SLR based on long term historical records at

multiple tidal gauge stations. They found the response of M2

amplitude to past SLR in both bays were approximately linear.

The discrepancy is likely related to the resonance behavior of tidal
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waves. The tidal amplitude is most sensitive to sea level changes

when the tidal wave length is close to 4 times of the bay length and

strong resonance occurs (Zhong et al., 2008). As the wave length

grows beyond this sweet spot with increasing sea level, the tidal

amplitude becomes less sensitive to sea level changes.

Moreover, the maximum tidal range is critical in face of tidal

nuisance flooding. Therefore, the tidal ranges at the northern (N1-

N6) and southern shore (S1-S6) stations were examined. Maximum

tidal ranges during spring and neap tide from future scenario (1m

SLR) were compared to those from the present scenario simulation

(Figure 12). It is clear that the impact of SLR on tidal range is greater

during spring tides than during neap tides. In particular, the

increase of tidal ranges at upper bay stations (N1 and S1) was

over 1 m during spring tide but less than 0.3 m during neap tide.

Similarly, Pickering (2014) also showed that the tidal range change

with SLR is greater during spring tide than during neap tide on the

European Shelf.
4.2 Changes in tidal energy

Previous studies on tidal energy dissipation in Hangzhou Bay

have primarily focused on bottom friction (Wu et al., 2018; Liang

et al., 2022). Liang et al. (2022) found that bottom dissipation

increases around the Zhoushan Archipelago and the Andong tidal

flat, while decreasing in other areas of Hangzhou Bay with SLR,

consistent with this study. On the other hand, previous studies

assumed that horizontal dissipation is negligible; nevertheless, this

study has revealed that horizontal dissipation in the archipelago

region is significant, constituting 23% of the total dissipation.
B C
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A

FIGURE 11

(A) Time series of local acceleration (magenta line), advection (red line), pressure gradient force (green line), Coriolis force (blue line), bottom friction
(cyan line), and residual (dashed gray line) at A1 from M2 only run under current sea level. (B) Same as (A), but with 1 m sea level rise. (C) Time series
of water level (blue lines) and velocity (orange lines) of M2 tide at A1. (D-F) Same as (A-C), but for M2 tide at A2. (G-L), same as (A-F), but for K1 tide.
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Following SLR, the proportion of horizontal dissipation increases,

suggesting it plays a more important role in tidal energy budget in

the future.
4.3 Impact of shoreline and morphological
changes on tides

Studies of other estuaries or bays have shown that changes in

shoreline can significantly affect coastal tides. For example, Feng et al.

(2019) investigated the effect of coastline configuration on Yellow Sea

tides by considering two scenarios with hard or soft shorelines. Their

results showed that soft shorelines can allow more inundation of low-

lying areas, thus dissipating more tidal energy and reducing tidal

range. Additionally, Pelling et al. (2013) and Gao et al. (2014) have

also demonstrated that coastal development can affect tidal dynamics

in nearby areas. In fact, Hangzhou Bay has experienced extensive

land reclamation in the past half century. The persistent influx of

substantial sediment from the neighboring Changjiang River can also

result in significant alterations to the coastline in this particular area

(Chen et al., 1990; Xie et al., 2017b). Indeed, recent studies have

shown that the changing bathymetry along with seasonal variations

of river discharge can play an important role in tidal dynamics in the

Qiantang Estuary (west of the Hangzhou bay proper, Figure 1C) (Xie

et al., 2022). However, for simplicity, this study did not consider the

impact of morphological evolution on tides. In addition, sensitivity

experiments with river discharge turned on or off showed minimal

impacts of river runoff on tides east of 121°E (not shown).

Nevertheless, it is imperative for future research to delve deeper

into the impact of morphological evolution and coastline

modifications on the tides of Hangzhou Bay in a SLR era.
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5 Conclusion

This study has investigated how tides in Hangzhou Bay respond

to SLR with numerical simulations. The tidal amplitudes of both M2

and K1 were found to progressively increase from the lower bay to

the upper bay with SLR. From the perspective of tidal energy

budget, the incoming energy flux of M2 increased with SLR, but

the horizontal dissipation in the Zhoushan Archipelago region

increased as well, resulting in the relatively unchanged M2

amplitude near the bay mouth. In the mid-bay, the bottom and

vertical dissipation of M2 decreased with SLR, leading to increased

tidal amplitude. On the other hand, although SLR reduced the

incoming energy flux of K1, the decreased bottom and vertical

dissipation resulted in increased K1 amplitude in most parts of

Hangzhou Bay.
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